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Update on the 2017 Conference of the United States 
Psychotronics Association (USPA)  

The United States Psychotronics Association 
(USPA) will be hosting its annual conference, 
July 14th-16th, 2017, at the beautiful Hyatt 
Regency in Deerfield, Illinois, a suburb of 
Chicago, and not at the Wyndham 
Glenview Suites in Glenview, IL, as 
originally announced. 

The Conference theme will be: 
“Psychotronics: Emerging Technologies 

in Consciousness, Subtle Energy, and 
Radionics.” 

We will have numerous speakers addressing new and developing methods on these 
and related subjects, such as energy medicine, scalar waves, quantum fields, orgone 
energy, and related topics, as we advance the pioneering efforts of Albert Abrams, 
Robert C. Beck, Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus,  Georges Lakhovsky, Wilhelm 
Reich, Royal R. Rife, Nikola Tesla, Marcel Vogel, and others. Further updates will be 
sent out in the coming months as conference speakers are selected for this special 
event involving leading edge sciences. Send your inquires to: 
uspsychotronics@yahoo.com 

Call for Papers: For an opportunity to speak at the 2017 USPA conference on any of the above 
subjects, please send your  title, an abstract, and a short biography of yourself to the email 
address: uspsychotronics@yahoo.com . Please title your email with “2017 abstract - (your last 
name)”  Abstracts are due by February 15, 2017.  Accepted speakers will need to provide their 
own transportation and lodging, but the Conference fees will waived. 

Call for Vendors/Exhibitors  
The USPA welcomes vendors and exhibitors representing groups, firms, and organizations 
focused on the interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness. Fees are $30 per table, plus 
10% of gross sales. For more information please contact Bob Peters, VP of Exhibitor 
Relations, at: cathyschleyer@msn.com. 

The USPA website:    www.psychotronics.org 
Join USPA on Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/uspsychotronics/?fref=ts 
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Acres USA will be holding its annual conference and trade show in Omaha, Nebraska this year from Nov. 30 
through December 2, 2016. Their conferences frequently cover agricultural radionics, homeopathy, 
biodynamics, biomagnetism, subtle energies, and other subjects of interest to USPA members. Complete 
details on speakers, registration, lodging, etc., are available through the links below. 

2016 Acres U.S.A. Conference ─ Main Conference
Omaha, Nebraska
Acres U.S.A. Conference & EcoInputs Trade Show ─ Nov. 30Dec. 2, 2016

Overview
Speakers
Agenda to come
Lodging
Directions
Frequently Asked Questions
Volunteer/WorkStudy Opportunities
Trade Show

Registration (Conference & EcoAg U)

2016 Acres U.S.A. Conference ─ PreConference Intensives
Omaha, Nebraska
EcoAg U Advanced Study ─ Nov. 2930, 2016

EcoAg U Overview
Tuesday Sessions, Nov. 29
 Boots in the Dirt — ExperienceBased Agronomy
 Micronutrient/Trace Element Soil Fertility
 NoRisk Transition to Organic — Agronomy & Cropping
 Mineral Nutrition & Plant Disease
Wednesday Sessions, Nov. 30
 NaturalOrganic System — Crops & Landscapes
 Soil Health & Organic Production
 NoRisk Transition to Organic — Certification, Management & Marketing
 Building Soil Through Cover Crops & Livestock
 Applying “Lean Management” to Your Farm
 Recapturing Your Health Seminar

Registration (Conference & EcoAg U)

Missed the 2015 Acres U.S.A. Conference in Pittsburgh? Consider spending some of your tractor time with the session recordings  2
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Inspiring Innovation through Publishing 

Handbook of Biophysics and Psychotronics 

This book is devoted to a new, currently emerging, interdisciplinary science on the boundary 
between micro- and macro-biology, robotics, quantum physics, biophysics and psychology. 
This area of research is related to various weak emissions and biophysical effects, and their 
impact on materials, biological, chemical and technological systems. The encountered 
phenomena include unconventional information effects, non-local signal transmissions, the 
influence of unconventional factors on the viability (productivity and environmental 
sustainability) of microorganisms and plants as well as on properties of materials, new 
energetics, medical and pharmaceutical studies. In particular, some phenomena are expected 
to have the nature of quantum effects in macroscopic systems, which can be measured by 
precise physical and biochemical methods. Special attention is attracted to consciousness, its 
possible quantum nature, and various psycho-biological effects. Modern science explores such 
phenomena on the field of biohybrid systems that vary from advanced bio-/phyto-sensors up 
to establishing an interface between natural and artificial ecologies. 

Studies of unconventional effects and phenomena were carried out in various 
governmental projects of national socialist Germany, USSR, United States, and China 
throughout most of the twentieth century. Upon further exploration, a broader picture 
emerges. These phenomena have a long history, the written sources about their existence 
account for almost six thousand years, from IV-III BC in Mesopotamia and ancient Egypt up to 
the present time. This book surveys some of these historical retrospectives and represents 
modern technological developments, accurate measurement techniques, experimental 
results, replication experiments, case studies and practical examples in different areas of 
biophysical and psychotronic research. It includes contributions from over 30 academic, 
industrial and private laboratories from Europe, China, India, Brazil, Russia, USA and other 
countries. The handbook is addressed to suit a wide range of readers and professionals who 
are interested in the synthesis of technology and consciousness, weak emissions and 
biophysical effects, biohybrid systems and possible macroscopic appearance of quantum 
phenomena. 

This handbook represents the first book of this kind and is primarily oriented on the 
technology as well as on popularization of this new technological science. It serves as a 
textbook, a handbook for specialists, thesaurus and as a popular material for public audience. 
The demonstrated showcases indicate current and potential applications of the developed 
devices, methodologies and techniques. It is intended to stimulate a socialization of these 
technologies and to generate a new social understanding of phenomena related to 
consciousness, biophysics and weak emissions. 

Authors are invited to submit the chapter-in-book contributions. Address for submissions and 

communication:  

handbook@cybertronica.de.com  

New Book on Psychotronics in Preparation – Call for Papers 
A new handbook is being prepared that focuses on psychotronics, biophysics, and topics of 
unconventional research worldwide. The book is titled Handbook of Biophysics and 
Psychotronics, is being edited by Dr. Serge Kernbach, and will be published by Pan Stanford 
Publishing. The book is intended not only to represent different social, cultural, scientific and 
philosophical aspects, but also to contribute to changing a social perception of unconventional 
phenomena. A description of the book, tentative table of contents, and author requirements are 
provided below. Anyone interested in contributing to this book should write to and send their 
manuscripts to: handbook@cybertronica.de.com  
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Inspiring Innovation through Publishing 

Tentative table of content (not limited to these topics) 

Part I. Historical, philosophical and ethical background 
- Historical overview of unconventional phenomena   
- Pangermanismus early XX century and its impact on unconventional research 
- Psychotronics in Czechoslovakia in 60x and 70x 
- Overview of unconventional developments in USSR and Russia 
- The Star Gate program in USA 
- Overview of psychical biology engineering and somatic science in China 
- Ethical issues in unconventional research and development    

Part II. Methodology, phenomenology, hypotheses 
- Methodology of measuring weak emissions 
- On phenomenology of unconventional phenomena 
- Spin-torsion hypothesis, synchronicity effects 
- Possible appearance of quantum phenomena in macroscopic systems 
- Morphogenetic fields 
- Scalar waves 
- Water as a basis of unconventional phenomena 
- “Strange emission” and low-energy nuclear reactions 
- The Aharonov-Bohm-Effect and magnetic vector potential 
- Weak emissions and biophysics 

Part III. Technology, sensors, effects and case studies 
- NIR and UV spectroscopy in detection of biological effects 
- Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and conductivity measurements 
- Potentiometry and the dpH approach  
- Plants and biological organisms as sensors of weak emissions 
- Microbiological sensors    
- The GRV approach  
- Overview of long-range non-local signal transmission experiments 
- Unconventional information effects 
- Rotating masses as a source of non-electromagnetic emission 
- Torsind-like sensors and detection of long-distance astronomic events 
- Unconventional effects in metallurgy 
- Instrumental transcommunication schemes and devices  

Part IV. Consciousness and operator phenomena 
- Human operator effects 
- The phantom effect 
- Hybrid operator-device approaches and technologies 
- Biofields, different psi phenomena 
- Feedback in operator-device experiments 
- Training and improvement of operator capabilities by instrumental assistance 
- Alternative healing methods by using instrumental approaches  
- Field effects and consciousness 
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Inspiring Innovation through Publishing 

Current editorial board (will be extended): 

Dr. V.Zhigalov (Russia) 
Prof. Dr. S.Maslobrod (Moldova) 
Prof. Dr. M.Krinker (USA) 
Prof. Dr. F.H.Balck (Germany) 
Prof. Dr. K.Korotkov (Russia) 
Dr. A.Smirnov (Russia) 
Prof. Dr. Guru Deo (India) 
Dr. G.Rein (USA) 
Prof. Dr. I.Jerman (Slovenia) 
Prof. Dr. V. Judu Ilavarasu (India) 
Priv. Doz. Dr. H.Treugut (Germany) 
Dr. J.DeMeo (USA) 

Requirements to the submitted chapters: 

1. This book is intended as a textbook, a handbook for specialists and as a popular
material for public audience, thus:

a. make sure that state of the art in your area of research is properly represented,
introduce enough literature references, demonstrate that this field is well
represented by different researchers;

b. describe the material deeply enough, however avoid specific formalisms and
not understandable/not reasonable ideas, schemes, approaches;

c. use neutral terminology, avoid such expressions that are already under
“pathologic critique”;

d. provide colour images, graphs, photos – make sure you have copyrights for
illustrative material ! When you use image taken not by you – please provide
a written permission allowing you to use this image. This is an obligatory
requirement – images without permission will be removed by the editor;

e. provide demonstration and show cases for the technology and developed
devices;

f. avoid any kind of direct advertisement;
g. this book is oriented on technology, thus, any topic from the tentative table of

content is possible, however its representation  should be also “technology-
oriented”;

h. make indexing for used terminology (will be used for thesaurus)
2. use latex with the provided template for submitting the chapter

http://www.panstanford.com/pages/Manuscript-Guidelines.html
(review volumes, 9" x 6", latex). Please contact the editor team in case of problems
with the template. The contribution should not extend 15-20 pages of the template
format incl. literature.

3. All contributions will be peer-reviewed with several comment-improvement iterations.
For simplifying this process, authors can provide first an extended abstract and, after
a positive feedback, the full chapter.

4. The language is English. Make sure that the chapter is spell checked with some
grammar analyser or similar tools. It is advised to make a proof reading by native
speaker.
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Inspiring Innovation through Publishing 

5. An agreement will be signed with authors. There are no financial requirements from
authors, in turn, the publisher will nor refund any costs for authors. The first author of
a chapter will receive the free copy of the book.

Deadlines: 
1. Publication of a call for chapters and invitations for submissions: 1 of November,

2016 
2. Deadline for extended abstracts (1-2 pages) and communication with the

editor/editorial board: 31 of December, 2016
3. Deadline for submissions of full chapters: 1 of April, 2017
4. Deadline for iterative improvements of chapters: 1 of August 2017
5. Closure of the preparation: 1 of November 2017

Pan Stanford Publishing is an independent international publisher dedicated to publishing the 
best in micro- and nano- scale science, technology and medicine. The company was founded 
by a group of publishing professionals and academics with a strong focus in interdisciplinary 
and applied areas such as Nanotechnology, Biomedical Engineering, Biotechnology, Energy, 
Green Technology, Sustainable Engineering, Materials Science, Semiconductors, Electronic 
Engineering and other related areas. The company publishes a wide variety of books ranging 
from cutting-edge monographs, review volumes, handbooks, to undergraduate textbooks and 

books designed for the general audience. More than 500 titles are in the pipeline and some 
of the notable ones are: Nanomedicine: The Intersection of Nanotechnology and 
Healthcare, Energy and Nanomaterials, Physics and Chemistry of Graphene, 
Nanostructures in Photovoltaics, Handbook of Materials for Nanomedicine, Handbook of 
Nanoindentation, Science at the Nanoscale, Handbook of Collective Robotics and other titles, 

see more at www.panstanford.com 

Editor: Serge Kernbach, Dr.rer.nat., is a director of the Research Center of Advanced Robotics 
and Environmental Science “Cybertronica Research”. He graduated in electronic engineering 
and computer science in 1994. In 1996 he was awarded Presidential Fellowship as a young 
researcher, in 1997 – the DAAD fellowship, he was a guest scientist in the center of Synergetics 
leaded by Prof. H. Haken, who also co-supervised his PhD work. In 2007 his doctoral thesis 
won the faculty-award as the best dissertation of the year at the University of Stuttgart, where 
he worked as a head of group until 2013. Since 2004 he has been a coordinator of several 
European research projects on the field of bio-hybrid systems and collective robotics. He 
acquired more than 6.0 M Euro in different research projects. In 2016 he was elected as a 
Foreign Member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences. Serge’s main research interest 
is focused on biological and technological collective systems, weak bio-physical interactions; 
he is an author and co-author of 4 books and over 150 articles in international journals and 
conferences with best paper awards. Recently the book “Supernatural. Scientific approach” 
has been appeared to Russian readers, which is related to unconventional research, weak 
interactions, and integration of technologies and consciousness. 
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Among the Missing, (and Updates):  A Column about Missing People,
Organizations, Periodicals, Books, Artifacts, and Collections in the Psychotronics 
Field 

 by John H. Reed, M.D 

This is a new “column” or section of the USPA Newsletter, and will be an ongoing part 
of every issue, with the purpose of helping the USPA, as well as, our members and 
research associates locate people, organizations, periodicals, books, artifacts, 
collections, and other items that have seemingly disappeared, or have been extremely 
difficult to find.  Updates will be added, and each missing item will be retained in 
future issues until it is found or otherwise resolved, since some readers may not 
have seen prior issues of the USPA Newsletter or the original notice of the 
missing item.  

In addition, this will also serve as a “People Locator Service” to help find authors and 
researchers on psychotronics, radionics, subtle energies, energy medicine, and related 
subjects, who have “disappeared” or have died long ago, and whose relatives you may 
be trying to find in order to preserve the research papers and collection of that person. 

In our research and reading, we all have encountered people, organizations, 
periodicals, books, articles, or other things that we have tried to find, and some people 
have searched for years to find something, but have not yet found it, despite the vast 
resources of the Internet. However, with our large USPA membership, we can all help 
one another find what we have been searching for. Some of you may have experience 
in genealogical research, or private investigation, law enforcement, or even intelligence 
work which you could utilize to help each other, or perhaps just make suggestions on 
how or where to search for something. 

So if there is anything you have been searching for and need help to find, please write 
to me, John H. Reed, M.D. at: joreed43@gmail.com, and I will include your search help 
request in the next and subsequent issues of the USPA Newsletter. And if you have any 
information about an item that is listed in “Among the Missing”, please write to the 
same email address and share what you know or your suggestions. If there is 
something that is confidential,  your confidentiality request will be honored and 
protected. 

Missing People, and Updates: 

We are trying to track down some of the original directors and officers of the United 
States Psychotronics Association (USPA), when it was organized in 1975, with the word 
“Radionics” in the organization title. Does anyone have any information on the current 
whereabouts of the following people, or family members, if the person is known to have 
passed away, or where they passed away??  Please check Ancestry.com, social media 
websites, newspaper archives, and any other databases you have to help find these 
people. 
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1. Dr. Marcel Vogel and his Research Papers: Does anyone know what
became of the papers and files of Dr. Marcel Vogel, who died in 1991? Dr. Vogel 
did extensive research on crystals and crystal healing, pyramid power, the 
“Backster Effect” involving plants and their bioenergetic fields, and a number of 
other psychotronics related subjects. He also spoke numerous times at USPA 
conferences.  Marcel Vogel worked at IBM for 27 years and had 32 patents. If 
you have any knowledge about Marcel Vogel and what became of his papers 
and files after he died, please write to your editor at: joreed43@gmail.com. The 
USPA would like  to make sure that all of his papers are preserved.   

2. Colonel I. B. Clark, a Director of the USPA in the first two years of its
existence in 1975-1976, and then second Vice President in 1977. November 
Update: Col. Clark's family has been found, but unfortunately after nearly 40 
years, they no longer have any of his papers. He passed away in 1977 at the age 
of 70. 

3. Dr. Otha Wingo, Original USPA Board Director, 1975-1977; Update: A
researcher provided information that Ortha Wingo’s full name is Elvis 
Ortha Wingo. 
4. Paul Sauvin, USPA 2nd Vice Pes., 1976 and 1st Vice Pres., 1977
5.. Henry Nagorka, USPA 1st Vice Pres., 1975 and 1976, and then President, of 
the USPA in 1977.  

Missing Pages of a Book 

The book, Relationship Between Parapsychology and Gravity, Vol. 3 of Handbook 
of Unusual Energies, by J.G. Gallimore, was published by Borderland Sciences in the 
1970’s, although the date of publication and copyright date were not noted in this book. 
The USPA has this book in its library, and plans to republish it for the Gallimore family, 
but unfortunately, pages 208 and 209 are missing from the printed book. It appears that 
this is a publisher printing error, because page 210 is printed on the back side of page 
207. However, it is possible that pages 208 and 209 were missing from the manuscript 
when it was sent to Borderlands for publication. Or these pages of the manuscript may 
have been inadvertently lost by the publisher, or possibly they were intentionally 
removed by someone from the manuscript prior to publication.  

Do any of you have a copy of this book, and if so, would you please check to see 
if it has pages 208 and 209?  I have searched the WorldCat, which shows the books 
and monograph holdings of virtually every public and university library in the United 
States and Canada, and many of the large libraries in the UK and elsewhere in the 
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world. But not a single library has this book in its collection. If by chance you have a 
copy, please let me know what you find by emailing the editor at: joreed43@gmail.com  

Missing Organizations: 

1. International Association for Psychotronic Research (IAPR): Does anyone
know what became of the International Association for Psychotronic Research?
And do any of you have copies of its meeting proceedings or newsletter, if such a
newsletter were published? It was founded in 1973, even before the United
States Psychotronic Association (USPA), which was founded in 1975. However,
the current location or activities of the IAPR are unknown.

The IAPR held numerous international conferences around the world, beginning 
with its first in 1974 in Prague, then Czechoslovakia. At this conference, Dr. 
Zdenek Rejdak was elected president for the Eastern Division of the IAPR, and 
Dr. Stanley Krippner was elected president for the West. The 8th International 
Conference on Psychotronic Research was held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1993, 
as a joint conference with the United States Psychotronics Association (USPA), 
but it is unknown if any subsequent conferences of the IAPR were held.  

Proceedings of each of these conferences were published. If copies of these 
proceedings can be obtained, or any newsletters that it may have published, we 
will add them to the USPA Library and make them available to USPA members. 
If you have any knowledge about this organization, please write to the editor at: 
joreed43@gmail.com   

2. International Radionics Association (IRA): Does anyone know anything about
the International Radionics Association (IRA), which was located in
Springfield, Missouri in the late 1940s. This is known, because a book called The
Truth about Radionics was published in 1947 by this organization, and
although the author’s name is anonymous, it is highly probable that the author
was T. Galen Hieronymus, who passed away many years ago.

I checked several newspaper databases, and references to this organization 
were found in the press as far back as the early 1930s, and as late as the early 
1960s, but nothing more recent than that. If you have any knowledge about this 
organization, please write to the editor at: joreed43@gmail.com   

Missing Periodicals: 

1. British Journal of Radiesthesia and Radionics: Does anyone have any issues
of The British Journal of Radiesthesia and Radionics. It was published in London,
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England, by the British Radiesthesia Association, 1953-1963. The original title 
was British Journal of Radiesthesia, published from 1953-1957. No libraries in 
the United States, public or university, have this journal in their collection., and 
only five libraries elsewhere in the world are known to  have any issues at all: 
The British Museum Library (AKA The British Library), Oxford, Cambridge, the 
National Library of Scotland, and Trinity College Library, in Dublin Ireland. If you 
have any issues of this periodical, will you please let me know? And for our 
members and associates in The UK and Irelad, if you can access these 
periodicals at any of the above libraries, you would do a huge service for all of us 
if you would Xerox what issues are available and send them to me. A generous 
donor has offered to pay whatever expenses are involved for doing this service. 
We will add them to the USPA Library and make them available to researchers. 
Please contact the editor at: joreed43@gmail.com   

2. Journal of Scientific Controversy. This periodical was referred to on page 49
of  the Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring, 1967) issue of the INFO: The Journal of the
International Fortean Organization.  Someone was trying to find out about it even
then, 49 years ago, and said that this journal was “formerly published in Boulder ,
Colorado” implying that it may have ceased publication prior to 1967, or that it
moved somewhere else after being published for a period of time in Boulder.
I have searched the WorldCat, which shows the periodical holdings of virtually
every public and university library in the United States and Canada, and many of
the large libraries in the UK and elsewhere overseas. But this title, or anything
close to it does not exist in the WorldCat database, so that indicates that this
periodical title is not held in any library, even special collections, which are also
included in WorldCat. However, this  does not mean that the periodical does not
exist, since many periodicals in the psychotronics , scientific anomalies and
similar fields are excluded from libraries.
If any of you have ever heard of this periodical or know anything about it, such as
its editor, publisher, or other information, please write to the editor at:
joreed43@gmail.com

Missing Books: 

Rhea White and Larissa Vilenskaya  wrote a book titled Parapsychology in the Soviet 
Union, Eastern Europe, and China: A Compendium of Information. It was 
supposedly published by Scarecrow Press of Metuchen, NJ, a well know publisher of 
reference books. This book was listed as reference work #680 on page 213 of Rhea 
White’s  book, Parapsychology: New Sources of Information, 1973-1989 , also 
published by Scarecrow Press. I called the publisher, and they said they have never 
published this book, and know nothing about it. As you can see from entry #680, Rhea 
White noted that this book was “in press”, so it may have been in a preparation stage, 
but the manuscript may never have been sent to Scarecrow Press. 
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Aganin, I have searched the WorldCat, which shows books and monograph holdings of 
virtually every public and university library in the United States and Canada, and many 
of the large libraries in the UK and elsewhere in the world. But this book title does not 
exist in the WorldCat database, which indicates that this book is not held in any library, 
even special collections, which are also included in WorldCat. Unfortunately, I was 
unable to ask either of the authors about this, since both have passed away.  

Rhea White was a well known parapsychology researcher, so some of you may have 
known her or heard her speak of the missing book manuscript that she was working on. 
Larissa Vilenskaya was from Russia, but lived and worked in the San Francisco area, 
and she was a prolific researcher on Russian and Eastern European psychotronics 
research. Please write to your editor at: joreed43@gmail.com   if you have any 
information about this at all. 
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The Past, Present, and Future of Consciousness Studies 

July 2010 United States Psychotronics Association Conference, Louisville, KY  

Jon Klimo, Ph.D. 
Professor, Clinical Program  

The American School of Professional Psychology 
Argosy University, San Francisco Bay Area Campus  

Introduction  

     The purpose of this presentation is to focus on the past, present, and future of consciousness 
studies, and to particularly do so guided by the United States Psychotronics Association’s 
definition of psychotronics as “The science of mind-body-environment relationships, an 
interdisciplinary science concerned with the interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness.”1  
We will primarily focus on the nature of consciousness as well as on how it relates to matter and 
energy (and spirit). As part of this effort, we will consider, from ancient times to the present and 
speculating into the future,  how science and philosophy have conceptualized and utilized 
consciousness in light of three paradigms or worldviews:  1.) material monism and physical 
reductionism; that reality is understood as ultimately entirely physical reality; 2.) different kinds 
of dualism, involving interactions of mind and matter as two fundamentally different kinds of 
nature and reality; and then the still unanswerable question remains: if they possess such entirely 
different kinds of nature, how do they interact as they seem to do; and  3.) mental/spiritual 
perspectives, including philosophical idealism, that views physical, external, reality as being 
subordinate to some kind of inner/mental, higher, non-or trans-physical reality.  

       First, we must ask, what is consciousness? Admittedly, it represents one of the most 
complex and elusive concepts we humans have ever attempted to understand. It's like asking how 
we think about our own thinking, or how we are-- or how we can become-- aware of our own 
awareness. Are we so close to our own consciousness, is it so at-one with our own experiencing 
selves, that we cannot adequately and objectively focus our thinking on it to understand it?  
Science has had a long history of having avoided, or at least of having considerable difficulty 
with, the study of consciousness because this overly subjective thing under our scrutiny does not 
lend itself well to traditional scientific kinds of understanding. That is, how does one 
scientifically study consciousness? Given this challenge, it has long also been the role of the 
discipline of philosophy to try to come to non-scientific terms with the nature of human 
consciousness. In addition, because of the subjective, inner, and nonphysical aspects of 
consciousness, our various religio-spiritual enterprises throughout history have shared in the 
multidisciplinary effort to provide explanations and contexts for understanding the states, 
phenomena, processes, and experiences of consciousness, particularly as they relate to the 
domains that seem to transcend physical reality, that move us to come to terms with an inner, as 
well as just an outer, reality.   

       Webster’s New Third International Dictionary characterizes consciousness as “…awareness 
or perception of an inward psychological or spiritual fact; intuitively perceived knowledge of 
something in one's inner self… a state characterized by sensation, emotion, volition, or thought: 
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mind in the broadest possible sense…[and] as distinguished from the physical.”2  For at least a 
century, there has also been a phenomenological perspective that consciousness possesses 
intentionality in the sense that to be conscious one needs to be conscious of something. So, while 
one can be conscious of the kind of morning it is outside one's window, or be conscious of the 
way one's body feels lying in bed, it is also intrinsic to the nature of consciousness that one is 
also able to be conscious of one's various ‘inner’ states not associated with one's bodily aspect, or 
with the bodily aspect of Nature as the larger objectively real world lying seemingly outside of, 
and experienced by, one's own consciousness. That is, of all the things with respect to which we 
can be conscious, that we can entertain in and with our consciousness, the most challenging of all 
is consciousness itself. This involves the process of consciousness studying itself in the living 
mirror of its own existence. As we will see in the following presentation, this most perplexing of 
all endeavors, of using our consciousness in order to understand itself, and to understand 
ourselves as possessing, or being, consciousness as our most deep, central, and defining attribute 
and quality, could be considered a mental way of studying the realm of the mental as 
“distinguished from the physical,” as Webster's puts it.  

      Now we come to the chief focus of this presentation, which is to look back through history, 
look at the present, and attempt to look into the future, with regard to how our human 
consciousness, with its mode of intentionality, operates to bring various subjects and objects into 
its ken to focus upon them in order to understand and work with them. Within this context, the 
emphasis in this presentation will be upon: 1.)  how as a species we have tried to understand our 
own consciousness, our own mental lives; 2.) how we have tried to understand with our 
consciousness a range of existence, presence, being, phenomena, that do not seem to fall within 
the domain of physicality, that do not seem to be objectively real in the sense of having 
autonomous existence separate from and irrespective of the consciousness that is entertaining 
and experiencing them as its objects and contents, including the non- or trans-physical reality of 
the religiospiritual; and 3.) understanding and using how consciousness interacts with objective 
reality as understood by current classical and post-classical physics and paraphysics3. This third 
domain includes our current attempts to conduct our consciousness studies that relates to the 
interests and practices of our own psychotronics organization. And here we look at 
consciousness as it bears upon understanding and working with the emerging possibilities of 
higher frequencies, higher dimensionality, subtler energies, and the place and role of the mental 
domain and its potential efficacy with regard to what lies at the limits of our understanding of 
external reality. This includes the frontiers of complementary and alternative medicine, certain 
anomalous, even “magical,” mind-over-matter type possibilities, and what may become a truly 
post-Cartesian, post-dualistic world of science and technology involving what I have elsewhere 
referred to as an ever-increasing process of mentalizing the physical within an emerging 
spiritualization of science.  

Editor’s Note: Because of the length of this excellent article, it was not possible 
to fit it into this newsletter, and only the Introduction has been included. To 
access the full article, please click on the link below and you will be taken to a 
PDF of the entire article: 

The Past, Present, and Future of Consciousness Studies, by Dr. Jon Klimo
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The Physics of Alice’s Looking Glass 
Robert E. Beutlich, BS-TV Eng. 

July 2002 

When Alice stepped into her mirror, it became a ‘Wonderland’ of mixed up things and all 
seemed backwards from ordinary logic, welcome to the quantum world of sub‑atomic 
physics. The sub‑atomic world has baffled science since the early 20ʹs of the last 
century and little by little as each new paradigm became accepted, it’s strangeness 
became even more weird. The current super‑string theory has as it’s base a ten 
dimensional worlds of infinitely small strings of energy enfolded upon each other. An 
extension of the 10 dimensions yields some 26 dimensions of space/time. The classical 
Klein Bottle of modeling or the ‘Light Cone’ attempt to give some physical meaning, bit 
they all fall short of giving the ordinary person any kind of a glimpse of it’s structure. 

A most serious error is being made in current quantum physics as well as other 
researchers when they depict the extra dimensions beyond the physical world as being 
extra‑spacial with time remaining as a scalar. Using this modeling does not account for 
all the various types of psychic phenomena that has occurred over the millenniums. 

Time in our physical world is a one dimensional (scalar) thing, it just goes on and on, 
forwards, never stopping, never going backwards. Gravity is also a Scalar, a one 
dimensional thing, always going inward. 

So Imagine a balloon as it expands, it just goes outward, like Time. And gravity is like 
the outside air pushing inwards on the balloon. You can not grab a piece of time and 
hold it, its every where but nowhere. This instant in time is the same instant in time all 
over the Cosmos, it does not have to travel to get there, it Just Is! If time rises up all 
over at the same time, then this is in fact a holographic universe. But where is the 
master clock that beats and synchronizes it all? 

The answer comes from the Kabbalah, the ancient Hebrew mystic portion, they call it 
Ein‑Sof or ‘Nothingness’, ‘The No‑Thing’, which in turn creates the first of four basic ten 
dimensional worlds. The pattern of each world consists of ten Sepiroth, (eminators of 
‘light’), interconnected by a triune beam of energy, A scalar ‘rod’ with two beams of 
counter rotating energies. (Ah‑ha, shades of Phase Conjugate Mirrors!) There is a 
descending hierarchy from the first world, (Tree of Life), which in turn creates the 
second, then the third and finally the fourth. The fourth world relates to this physical 
world of 3‑D space and 1D‑time. The preceding worlds are made up 3D‑time and 1D 
space, and are literally the worlds of Spirit. 
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Each of these four worlds interact with each other and create a standing wave pattern 
between each one of them, thus there are seven worlds; 4 fixed and 3 temporal (in 
constant flux). Each of these four worlds has a base velocity, the last being physical, 
operates at the velocity of light or “C”. The next at 3C; next, 9C ; and the top most at 
27C. The sum of which are 1C + 3C + 9C + 27C = 40C. (The biblical 40) The 
‘in‑between worlds’ also have velocities which are at the 3/4 point due to their pulsed 
nature. (Were these sine waves the would be the sum of the two divided by 2.) The 
1C world is this physical creation; the next world up is the Mental world at 3C; when the 
mind interacts with the physical, emotions result as a standing wave pattern in the Astral 
plane, and that is at 2.5C, the 3/4 nodal point ! We will discuss this later when 
describing the work of Leadbetter & Bessant of the Theosophical Society in the late 
1890ʹs and onwards. These velocities were derived by this author in 1978 (1) from the 
frequencies given in book by Mrs. Bloomfield Moore on John Keely’s work, and verbal 
conversation with Arthur Mathews (A Tesla Assistant) who cited a biblical reference in 
Revelations Chap.4‑3, Jasper, Sardine stones and Emerald. (See ‘The Ring That Sings’ 
and phase diagram of crystals in Wm. Tiller’s book, ‑‑??‑‑) 

The velocities are all odd numbers, 1 ‑ 3 ‑ 9 ‑ 27, which means that these are odd 
harmonics produced by square waves or pulses which in turn leads us to Tachions. 
Tachions form tetrahedral shape, (the first of the five platonic solids) and their motion is 
a stepped clocking action, moving in three steps in one direction, then in a reverse 
direction of rotation thus creating a pulse or square wave phenomena! 

To put it simply, this world’s three dimensions of Vector Space (x,y,z directions that 
have length and direction) and one dimension of Time (Scalar, which has only an 
outward flow from each and every atomic structure) inverts at the mirror (event horizon 
of the ‘Quantum World’) when the space size is equal to, or smaller than a proton’s 
diameter. Of course a mirror inverts the image, like wise the world inside the proton is a 
mirror of the outside Space‑Time World ,our physical world of 3 Space and 1‑Time . On 
the inside it inverts and becomes 3‑Time and 1‑Space. Here in the sub‑atomic worlds, 
Time is now a vector quantity and can add up , just as Space adds up on the outside, 1 
mile, 2 miles, etc. And what was scalar time on the outside now becomes scalar space. 
Here scalar space connects every thing in this world together. You can imagine scalar 
space as being a solid iron rod that connects all particles that were created together as 
being inseparable, what ever you do to one particle, the other reacts. This is a most 
important concept , moving all the way over to the remote location! 

A very elegant description of this was an experiment based on one of Bell’s theorems. 
Here an electron pair was created, one of the electrons is called ‘spin up’ (like having a 
North pole) and the other is ‘spin down’ (like having a South pole) They are now sent 
down the long chamber and separated into two different paths , as they are traveling 
their separate ways, a field is applied to one of the electrons and it is flipped over, from 
say an ‘up’, to a ‘down’ position. Although no field is applied to the other electron, it also 
flips so fast that it is impossible that electromagnetic field traveling at the speed of light 
could have caused the flip. This enigmatic discovery can easily explained with the 
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concept of Scalar Space! That scalar space, ‘the iron rod’, connects the two electrons, 
when the first one is forced to flip, the second one has to flip because they are tied 
together by this rigid rod of scalar space! 

It is my belief that using the work of Leadbeater and Bessant (Clairvoyants in the early 
days of the Theosophical Society) in their seminal book, “Occult Chemistry” which 
described Molecular , Atomic, Sub‑Atomic (quarks) and sub‑sub atomic structures 
called ANU will clarify the ‘picture’. In an altered state, they viewed various atomic 
elements provided by Sir William Crookes of the Royal Academy, London. The initial 
results were published Nov.1895, in magazine, ‘Lucifer’ which included Hydrogen, 
Oxygen, Nitrogen and a fourth unknown gas which had an atomic weight of 3. These 
investigations proceed over the next 49 years, until their deaths in 1933 and 1934. 
Three editions were published, the last in 1951 which corrected many errors that had 
crept into the books. As the work proceeded intermittently over the years, there evolved 
platonic structures and families of like base units. 

In addition to the data from “Occult Chemistry” , shall use the paradigms of Dewey 
Larson, Portland, OR, (deceased), who self published a series of books about the 
“Reciprocal” theorems. (Now out of print) He postulates there are two major sectors, the 
Physical and it’s mirror, the Cosmic. With in each are small portions of opposite polarity 
regions. Hence this brings to mind the famous Ying‑Yang symbol of the Far East ; the 
circle divided into black and white portions by a ‘S’ curve and with in the white is a spot 
of black also within the black sector is a spot of white. His paradigm allows for 90% of 
the universe’s missing mass, and ‘spooky action at a distance’, common to psychic 
phenomena. 

And next we shall use a liberal application of the ancient Hebrew Kabbalah, the works 
of J.G.Gallimore and this author, and some of the concepts of Ken Killick of Canada on 
Tachions. 

All of the above will combine to hopefully yield a clear concept of the basic structure and 
functions of Psychotronics. 

There is in my proposal a basic concept that has been totally ignored or misstated both 
in current physics and by my peers. The ‘Other Worlds’ are really in the Time Domain, 
(with 3 finite vectorial velocities in excess of C, the speed of light) which some call 
‘Frequency’, but this does not yield a true picture. Dewey Larson’s concept, was for 
each unit of time, there is a corresponding unit of space. 

That all is ‘Nothing But Motion’ (his first book); for any particle to exist it must be in 
motion. The natural datum is a progression of time outward from unity , time, in this 
world is always going outward as a scalar, or one dimensional thing. (When an electron 
in an exited orbit falls back to it’s normal value, light is emitted. Light is merely an 
oscillation which is carried outward by the natural progression of time). Time (this 
instant, i) arises all over the universe at the same instant, it does not have to travel to 
get there! Thus time flows outward from each nucleus.  We can talk on the phone to 
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New York from Chicago, which is an hour’s clock time difference, but we are talking 
almost simultaneously, only delayed by the transit time of the electronics, close to the 
speed of light, ‘C’. 

Our ordinary world is made up of three dimensions of space, the X, Y, and Z axis , with 
one dimension of time which is called a ‘Scalar’. Here, time only goes outwards, never 
backwards. Gravity goes inwards, never outwards, it also is a Scalar. Scalars have only 
magnitude. 

To simplify, the proton can be viewed as existing in units of ‘ Time’ and the electron 
existing as a corresponding unit/units of Space. 

Borrowing from Bruce DePalma’s concepts, he proposes that the magnetic field is really 
a ‘Time Field’. 

This applied to an electric generator, the logic is : When a magnet field passes through 
the copper wire, electrons are displaced causing a current to flow. The truer explanation 
is: Time and Space are orthogonal (at right angles to each other and exclude each 
other); thus when ‘X’ units of Time (magnetic) pass through the copper wire (with free 
electrons) ‘X’ units of Space (electrons) are displaced . When the Time field stops 
moving, the Electrons stop moving.! 

The Physics of the ‘Other Side’, Part 2. (’03 lecture) 
By Robert E. Beutlich 

To briefly review last years presentation, “The Physics of Alice’s Looking Glass”, 
covered the four worlds of creation ala the Kabbalah, Dewey Larson’s theorem of 
‘Reciprocity’, which explains in detail the dimensional time and scalar space of the ‘ 
Other Side’ The velocities of the ‘Other Side’ in terms of multiples of the velocity of light 
of 1C, 3C, 9C, and 27C. Also described the ‘In Between Worlds’ velocities as 2.5C, 
7.5C, and 22.5C. 

Now we shall examine some of the experiential events that lead me to the previous 
conclusions. 

It all began in the fifties when my father, who was then in charge of all construction 
projects for the Chicago Park District showed me dowsing which he had learned from a 
bulldozer/trencher operator while building the new South Branch of the Outer Drive 
along the Lake Michigan Shoreline. 

In the seventies, I became heavily involved with the ‘New Age’ movement after reading 
“Psychic Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain” and “Secret Life of Plants”. Becoming a 
‘weekend junkie’ to all the ‘New Age’ groups that had sprung up. But being an 
engineering type myself, wanted to know how all this ‘strange stuff’ occurred, what was 
this strange energy behind all of this phenomena? That is when J.G. Gallimore stepped 
in with the ‘First US Radionics Congress’ in Indianapolis, 1975. Oh Boy what an 
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eye‑opener! We meet the following year, 1976, in Washington DC and formed the U.S. 
Psychotronics Assn. 

It was there I meet one of the speakers, Dr. Dan Fry, a physicist who had worked at the 
White Sands Proving Grounds on the Hydrogen bomb. He told me a story, one 
Saturday night, he missed the last bus going into town (where all the ‘boys’ could get a 
drink and have some ‘fun’), so he took a stroll through the desert. Where upon he 
became a contactee of the third kind, he was invited aboard a UFO. He seemed to 
acquire a great deal more ‘knowledge’, he then developed a mechanism for ‘reading 
ones thoughts’. In an electromagnetic shielding screen booth, he placed a bunch of 
coils in a headband helmet, placed on the skull. Observing the trace on the 
oscilloscope, he could not ‘lock it in’, it jittered so much he could not read the patterns of 
the various emotions he was trying to analyze. He then took a sample of the signal and 
applied it to a frequency generator, the output he used for the horizontal sweep on the 
scope, this stabilized the signal. He could then read the patterns love, anger, hate, truth 
statements, lies, which he created in his mind. Incidentally, he did all this work alone, on 
his own time, nights, but using the facilities there at the base. The signals were 
PULSED SPIKES, AT BRAIN FREQUENCY RATES, WITH A DECAYING RAMP OF 
FM FREQUENCIES!. 

Now this fits exactly into my theorem of the velocities of the four kabbalistic worlds, a 
pulsed or spike  is created by odd harmonics, hence the 1‑3‑9‑27C, all odd harmonics. 
Which I derived in 1978 from Keely’s work, factoring the frequencies and expanding the 
pattern given in the back of Mrs. Bloomfield Moore’s book, “Keely and 
His Discoveries”,page 360‑361. The derivation was first published in Theosophy 
Science, Adyar, India, 1978. 

We now come to the second man that I’ve met who was aboard a UFO, Arthur 
Matthews of Lake Beauport, Que., Canada. In 1975, had seen the pattern in Gallimore’s 
book , ‘Handbook of Unusual Energies’, Pg. 341, the Odic Periodic Table, above first 
row of elements 1 to 8 there were numbers which indicated there were 128, but his 
table only went to 96. Also a notation “ Notice Each Polarity (E) Jumps two places in 
next line down, Not Planned Analyzing the table, I found the pattern, and completed his 
table to all 128 Odic periodic elements, and presented at first meeting in 1975. Prior to 
that, I had shown the table to a friend with whom I had been doing some joint research 
on the Hendershot Generator. She was a musician, and sometimes psychic, Margo 
Butgereit.  

While describing the print of the128 Odic Periodic Table on her dinning room table one 
evening, she turned and talked to someone else in the room, but there was no one else 
there! As I turned to the NE corner of the room to see to whom she was talking, the 
conversation ceased. (I could only hear her side of the conversation). Asked, who/what 
was that? Nonchalantly, she said oh that was Tesla, he said, “That’s Right’, and there is 
more in this book”. What book? She described a blue 
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leather book with gold lettering on the cover that was shown to her. But, who was it? 
“Oh that’s Tesla, I see him now and then. He’s from Venus, and I think sometimes my 
twin is also there on Venus. (Incidentally, a few years later she experienced 
‘transfiguration’ she described a column of light descending upon her, making her ‘all 
aglow’ and she passed over shortly afterwards.) 

Querying her further, she had no idea that Tesla had been here on Earth, and was the 
creator of our A.C. electrical power system that accelerated the phenomenal growth of 
the past century. Switching back to Mathews, I had gotten his book from Health 
Research, “The Wall of Light”. It described Tesla’s arrival on Earth from Venusian’s 
UFO and deposited with Earth parents. This tied in directly with what Margo had told 
me!. In that book he intimated many other secrets of Tesla, and he had painted 26 
pictures that revealed Tesla’s secrets. (I did obtain a slide set of them, but not the notes 
that went with them– he had given the paintings and notes to the Canadian 
Government)  

I visited Arthur Matthews many times on my way to the Dowsers conference, going 
through Canada, stopping in the Quebec City area, then on 
down to Daneville, Vermont. Showing him the 128 element Odic Periodic Table and the 
story of Margo, I asked him about the ‘blue book’, he replied the only blue book Tesla 
had was a blue leather covered bible with embossed gold letters! Many famous men 
had come to ‘check him out’, including Andrija Puharich, Chris. Bird, etc. Puharich had 
purchased a typewriter from him which he said had been Tesla’s, Andrija, checked out 
the up/down/spacing pattern of the typewriter letters with the documents in Tesla 
Museum, they were identical! Regrettable it was lost in an arson fire set at Puharich’s 
mansion in NY. 

Arthur told me his uncle was in the Royal Academy, London, and as a young boy of 
eight had met Telsa there one day. Arthur moved to Canada and became an electrical 
engineer for the Canadian railway system. Here again he met Tesla in the late thirties, 
helping him disassemble generators (at the end on railway line in northern Quebec) 
which were backpacked to a waterfall site and re‑assembled. Arthur would not reveal 
any of Tesla’s secrets, should you ask, -- it’s all in the Bible he would say. But he would 
confirm any concepts you had, saying yes that’s true– thus I found that my work on the 
velocities of the four worlds was correct, and “it’s in the bible”, Revelations, Chap. 4.3, 
stones of Jasper, Sardine and Emerald. This further confirmed my work in “The Ring 
that Sings” where I found the fundamental rays on the nine gem stone, Navaratna Ring 
from India. These turned into angles which in turn became musical notes. (The song it 
played was from a melody a boyhood chum had written three years prior!) Now, Tiller 
describes group phase velocity, faster than ordinary signals in crystals.  

Crystals are super‑conductors for not only the Etheric but also at Astral & Mind levels. 
Hence Arron’s breastplate was a communication device to the ‘above’. The 12 
foundation stones in Revelations are the resonant structures that empower the creation 
process’s. Look back on my papers and you will see a path. (not consciously deliberate) 
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Arthur also described the X‑12 space craft that landed on his property, NE of Quebec 
City, and he went aboard. The second man I’ve personally known to be aboard a 
UFO. Another fascinating portion of Matthew’s story, he became deathly ill and ‘died’ in 
the hospital, but somehow recovered, and came back a ‘different man’. Both Ken Killick 
& I believe that the ‘different personality’ that came back in Arthur Mathews body was in 
fact Nicolai Tesla! 

Here I introduce you to the third person I’ve known to have been aboard UFO craft, Ken 
Killick, whom I met through Mary Hardy. When Ken was 12 years old in England, he 
was picked up by space craft, his life was forever changed. He had knowledge well 
beyond his education, became an Episcopal priest, and at one point ran some very 
sophisticated programs growing crystals commercially. He worked extensively with the 
Hardy’s on their pyramids and healing circles and a joint book. After Arthur’s death we 
both came to the conclusion that when he ‘died’ and a different man came home, that 
man was a walk‑in ‑ Nicolai Tesla. Arthur’s main function was apparently to maintain 
the “Tesla Mystique”. (Incidentally, Arthur asked for permission to forward my 128 Odic 
Periodic Table to the Canadian Government in exchange for his written notes on the 26 
paintings that revealed Tesla’s secrets, But it turned out to be a one way street, they 
never sent back his notes to me.) 

Importantly– the mathematics to describe FM and Phase modulation are Bessel 
functions , these were used by Whittaker to describe conversion of transverse electric 
fields to longitudinal scalar waves and visa versa. (see Tom Bearden’s volumes of 
papers presented at USPA) “All information between worlds, is transmitted via pulsed, 
phase modulation, longitudinal scalar electromagnetics”. 

End 
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 The Origin And Evolution Of Vagal Nerve Stimulation: Implications For Understanding Brain Electrodynamics, 
Neuroendocrine Function And Clinical Applications. Jacob Zabara

 Holistic Electromagnetic Therapy: The Seqex Approach. Adriano  Gasperi. Anna Caruso, Alessandro Greco and 
Claudio Poggi

 Electromagnetic Tissue Characterization In The Treatment of Breast Cancer. Dan Hashimony, Gil Cohen and Iddo 
Geltner

SAVE 20% when you order online and enter Promo Code FMN35 

FREE standard shipping when you order online, click here
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"The 2nd Law of Thermodynamics

says that machines that

produce more energy than you

put into them are impossible,

but that's not true! That only

applies to machines whose

energy input is closed to the

environment. But for machines

that are OPEN to the
23



environment, they CAN produce

more energy than you put into

them!"
REVEALED: Learn the Real History of Thermodynamics and
how discoveries in the last 40 years have layed the
foundation for the industrial use of superefficient

machines in all sectors of the economy!

Open System
Thermodynamics

http://opensystemthermodynamics.com

by

Peter Lindemann, D.Sc.

Peter Lindemann has over 35 years experience
teaching, researching and developing alternative
energy technologies. Peter is an internationally

recognized Lecturer and Educator, and is the founder
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of one of the oldest and most successful free energy
websites on the internet.

Conference Series, Part 3 
BEDINILINDEMAN 2013 

Science and Technology Conference 

From: Peter Lindemann, DSc

Date: Sunday, November 20, 2016

RE: Open Systems Thermodynamics

Dear Friend,

I became interested in the
idea of a "selfrunning"
engine in 1973. That's when I
ran into an article about Ed
Gray's EMA Motor that produced
80hp and kept its batteries
fully charged at all times.

Something just "clicked"
inside of me. I knew this was
really important, and I wanted
to learn more. My brother and
I wrote to the company, but
were told they couldn't tell us anything else besides what
was in the newspaper articles. That was disappointing, but it
started me out on a lifetime quest to understand more about
this science.
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Ten years later, I was living in Santa Barbara, California,
and working with a brilliant engineer and machinist named
Michael Knox. Together, we developed a number of novel
electric motors and generators, all of which produced
anomolous behaviors. The biggest problem we had was that we
really didn't know how to test the machines.

In 1987, Eric Dollard showed up in our lab and finally ran
some definitive tests. One of the generators could not be
made to operate below 108% efficiency! The tests were all
done correctly! There was only one possible conclusion; the
"Laws of Thermodynamics" were NOT an absolute, limiting case
on the efficiency of machines!!!

Of course, as soon as we had something to show, with test
results to prove what it was doing, all funding dried up!
Actually, we tried to raise funds for the project for far too
long, and our personal finances became desperately low. In
the end, we had no other choice. We put the project on the
shelf, dissolved the company, and all went out and got jobs.

But I kept studying, and learning, and writing about these
ideas. In 1994, I published an article in BORDERLANDS
Magazine titled Thermodynamics and Free Energy. It was my
first attempt to explain the inaccuracies and inconsistencies
in the Laws of Thermodynamics, and why Free Energy machines
were possible. That was 19 years ago. Today, I know a lot
more. So, I decided to put together an updated, definitive
explanation of my current understanding of Thermodynamics and
the physics of how to use energy more efficiently, and
ultimately, to produce a wide variety of "selfrunning
machines." Now you can have this understanding, too!

OPEN SYSTEM THERMODYNAMICS is that communication. I know, the
name doesn't sound very interesting, but honestly, I believe
it is the most important lecture I have ever given.

It lays out a broad, historic overview of the development of
humanity's relationship with HEAT and the breakthrough
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realization of how to power our machines with it, starting
about 300 years ago. Considering that our ancestors harnessed
FIRE tens of thousands of years ago, heat engines remain a
relatively recent development.

The Ancients were totally focussed on "harnessing Nature" to
power their machines. Wind powered boats go back to pre
historic times, and water flowing in rivers was used to lift
water into aquaducts by the Romans 2000 years ago. The point
is, Heat was not harnessed by our early ancestors because
they didn't understand what it was or that it could be
separated from Fire. Fire could cook their food, but it could
also burn down the whole town. There was always a "fear
factor" associated with heat because of the dangers with Fire
getting "out of control".

So it was, that the "fearless and systematic" study of Fire
and Heat started only about 300 years ago. The math to
properly engineer heat engines is less than 200 years old.
The metallurgy needed to build small, powerful engines is
less than 100 years old. The understanding of how heat
behaves in "closed systems" near the point of "equilibrium"
is about 160 years old. And the understanding of how heat
behaves in "open systems", far from the point of
"equilibrium", is only 40 years old!

We are finally at that point in History where the materials
science, the math and the theory are all available to begin
harnessing heat from even "low grade" sources. That is what
heat pumps do! In fact, a home heating system based on a heat
pump can extract enough heat from the outside air on a cold,
Winter day, to warm your house.

Back in 1900, Nikola Tesla published an article titled The
Problem of Increasing Human Energy. In it, he discusses the
possibility of building a machine that could be powered by
the "heat of the ambient air". He believed it was the ideal
way to harness the energy from the Sun and "the ideal way of
obtaining motive power." This was Nikola Tesla's vision; an
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endless, clean power source, replenished by the Sun, but
available everywhere, 24 hours a day!

Near the end of my lecture, OPEN SYSTEM THERMODYNAMICS, I
show you the complete method to accomplish Tesla's amazing
invention. He called it his "Selfacting Engine". It is a
"heat engine" that extracts all of the heat it needs to
operate from the heat in the ambient air, and produces
mechanical energy and cooled air as a byproduct. It is a
combination of a heat pump and a thermal expansion engine
with some very unique features.

That one revelation is worth the entire sales price, but
you'll get much more...

To order this book, please click here, or go to Dr. Peter Lindemann's 
Free Energy website here. 
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United States Psychotronics Assn. (USPA) Periodicals Library Update 

In order to do good psychotronics research of any kind, whether it involves radionics, 
radiesthesia, psionic medicine, dowsing, subtle energies, biophotons, or any other 
subject covered by psychotronics, you need to have access to as much of the 
periodical  literature as possible on these subjects.  

To address this issue, the USPA has resolved to identify and acquire every 
psychotronics related periodical that has ever been published anywhere in the 
world, and to retain copies in the USPA Library for the benefit of USPA members.

As a first step, we have developed the following list of periodicals that focused on 
or frequently had articles on psychotronics related subjects. But this is only a 
preliminary list, and we know that there are probably more psychotronics periodicals 
that have been published, but that we do not yet know about. 

So please look over the following list and check your own personal physical libraries 
and your computers to see if you have any issues of the periodicals on this list. Even if 
you just have one issue, please let us know, because that may be the one we need to 
complete all the issues of a particular periodical. Please write to me (John) at: 
joreed43@gmail.com, since I am the USPA librarian and archivist coordinating 
this effort, and tell me what periodicals you have. 

As a whole, the members of USPA have a huge “library” of periodicals, but it just 
happens to be “distributed” among its members at this point in time. However, we 
can work together, and if you would be willing to loan, donate, xerox, or as a last resort, 
sell copies of your periodicals for the USPA Library, then we will be able to build a large 
centralized library of all psychotronics periodicals. And all USPA members will then be 
able to use these periodicals in their research or for their reading enjoyment. 

Bioelectromagnetics: Published by John Wiley and Sons from 1980 to present. We 
need all issues. 

Bridges: This was the newsmagazine of the International Society for the Study of 
Subtle Energies & Energy Medicine (ISSSEEM) from the 1980’s through about 2010, 
after which it was discontinued. We have a complete set of this periodical. 

British Journal of Radiesthesia and Radionics. Published by the British Radiesthesia 
Association, 1953-1963. The original title was British Journal of Radiesthesia. We need 
all issues. 

DeLaWarr Laboratories Newsletter: published by George and Marjorie DeLaWarr, 
and later their daughter Diana Di Pinto, from 1964-1986. We have a complete set 
of these, unless you know of any issues published after 1986. 
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Dowsing Today: The journal of the British Society of Dowsers, published from 
2000 to the present. Original title was Radio Perception, which began in 1933. We 
need all issues. 

Electro and Magnetobiology: Published by Taylor and Francis from 1993-2002. 
Title was changed to Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine. We need all issues. 

Electromagnet Biology and Medicine: Published by Taylor and Francis from 2003-
present. We need all issues. 

Electronic Medical Digest: published 1946 to about 1955, also by Fred J. Hart and 
the College of Electronic Medicine. We need all issues. 

Journal of Bioelectricity: Published by Taylor and Francis from 1982-1992. Title 
was changed to Electro and Magnetobiology. We need all issues. 

Journal of Electronic Medicine: This was a continuation of Physico-Clinical 
Medicine, and ran from 1939-1945, published by Fred J. Hart and the College of 
Electronic Medicine. We need all issues; 

Journal of the British Society of Dowsers: Published by the British Society of 
Dowsers from 1956-2000. Prior title was Radio Perception. Succeeding title: 
Dowsing Today. We need all issues. 

Journal of the United States Psychotronics Association. Published by the United 
States Psychotronics Association. Only six issues were published, and we have a 
complete set. 

Mind and Matter: published by George DeLaWarr of the DeLawarr Laboratories in 
Oxford, England from 1957-1967. We have a complete set of these very rare 
journals.  

Newsletter of the Institute of Psionic Medicine. Published by the Institute of Psionic 
Medicine only from 1978-1979. We need all issues. 

Newsheet of the Psionic Medical Society. Published by the Psionic Medical Society 
in the England only from 1975-1977. We need all issues. 

New Zealand Society of Dowsing & Radionics Journal. Published by the New 
Zealand Society of Dowsing & Radionics from 1988-present. We need all issues. 
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Physico-Clinical Medicine: This journal was started in 1916 by the father of 
radionics, Dr. Albert Abrams, and continued to be published up through 1938, by 
Fred J. Hart, who took over the College of Electronic Medicine after Abrams died 
in 1924. We have all issues from 1916-1923, but need all issues from 1925-1938. 

Psionic Medicine. Published by the Psionic Medical Society in the UK from 1969- 
around 1991. We need most issues. 

Radio Perception. This was the original title of the Journal of the British Society of 
Dowsers, which began in 1933 and was published under that name until around 
1956, when its name was changed to the Journal of the British Society of 
Dowsers, and continues today under the name, Dowsing Today. We need all 
issues.  

Radiesthesia. Published by the Dowser’s Club of South Australia, and began in 
1992. We need all issues. 

Radionics Journal: Published by the Radionics Association in England from 1954 
through the present. We have a complete set of these from Vol. 1, no. 1 (1954), 
through 2005, but need all issues published after 2005. 

Resonance: Newsletter of the Bioelectromagnetics Special Interest Group (BEM SIG) 
of American Mensa during the 1980s and 1990s. We have a complete set of this rare 
periodical;  
Subtle Energies and Energy Medicine: Published by the International Society for 
the Study of Subtle Energies and Energy Medicine (ISSSEEM) from 1990 through 
the present, with some interruptions. We have some, but need most of these. 

USPA Newsletter: Published by the United States Psychotronic Association from 
1977 through present.   We have a complete set.      
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USPA Local Groups and Affiliates Update

As mentioned in previous USPA Newsletters, one of our goals is to reactivate all of 
the former 24 USPA Chapters that once existed across the US and world.  In 
addition, we plan to establish new local groups of people interested psychotronics 
and related subjects in other major cities in the US and other countries as well. All 
such local groups and affiliates will be independent, but will work together with the 
USPA  in a mutually beneficial relationship to achieve our goals of advancing 
research and applications in psychotronics, radionics, subtle energy, and related 
fields. 

So I would like to invite all of former USPA Chapters leaders and members to 
contact me (John Reed) at:  joreed43@gmail.com and let me know if you would 
like to help reactivate your local chapter. In addition, if you are a leader or 
member of a psychotronics or related organization which was never a chapter of 
USPA, and we would welcome you as a USPA affiliated organization as well. 

We will be establishing a USPA affiliated groups as traditional organizations and 
also via the Meetup.com online group platform. This will enable current and 
former members to more easily have local get-togethers, meetings, and other 
activities, and those activities, times, and other details can be posted online. So 
please let me know if you would like to be the leader of a group in your area. 

If you do decide to use Meetup.com to establish your local group, you could do it 
quickly and easily by going to www.meetup.com , and clicking on the big red word 
“Start” in the upper left, and then just following the step-by-step procedures.  
You can give  your local group any name you want, but it should probably have 
a name that relates to psychotronics in some way. And if you need any help, 
please let me know, and I will help you in any way I can. Perhaps the most 
important thing is enthusiasm and determination, so write to me, even if you 
don’t know any other USPA members in your area, and I will help you set up a 
local group: joreed43@gmail.com 
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Exchange Corner 

The “Exchange Corner”, is a place for USPA members to buy, exchange, or sell 
items of interest, or request information or other help in relation to something 
wanted. So if there is anything you want to buy, sell or trade that has to do with 
psychotronics, radionics, subtle energy, or related subjects, please contacted the 
Classified Ads manager at: usparesearch@gmail.com.  For the next few issues, all 
such ads will be free of charge, so please send your ads and wanted requests as 
soon as possible before advertising charges begin. 

Bruce Copen MARS III for Sale 

I am a current USPA member and have a Bruce Copen MARS lll for sale. The system 
is about 7 or 8 years old and in original, excellent condition. Sale includes original 
SCOPE analysis, database and broadcast software, HP laptop, comprehensive training 
manual and program disc, interconnects and boxes. I have always run it on XP with no 
issues; everything original as supplied by Copen.  
All operations can be automated and multiple broadcasts can be run simutaneously, 
although Copen saw to develop this device so it could be used in many radionic styles 
and without computer control. The price is $8500 USD roughly half the original cost. I 
prefer to not ship to a destination outside the USA. A limited amount of training by me, 
as I understand it, is available to a confirmed purchaser, as time and distance 
reasonably permit. Please contact: Dr Robert Dixon, robertdixondc@gmail.com or 
call (304)-268-7707  Berkeley Springs, WV. 

Wanted:  Any issues of the Newsletter of the American Society of Dowsers, 
published from 1961 through 1963. These were 8.5X11 inch sheets stapled 
together, and not the digest size journal that you may be familiar with, which 
began in 1964. Contact John at: joreed43@gmail.com   

Harmonic Translation System per Jon Monroe, ver. 9.3, complete, original, 
little used, with manual, video, software and Mayan Codes app. $2000.00. 
Contact Bob Dixon DC, (304) 268-7707 or drrobertdixon@aol.com."

Wanted: Any articles, periodicals, books, devices, or other materials on 

psychotronic related subjects that you can donate or lend to the USPA for its 
library, archives, and museum. The USPA is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3), tax exempt 
organization, and as such, you are able to make tax deductible donations to 
the USPA.  Please email the USPA at: usparesearch@gmail.com to make 
arrangements. Thank you for your generosity.  
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United States Psychotronic Association (USPA) Officers and 
Board Members

Officers: 
President: Jon Klimo, Ph.D. email: JonKlimoidealism@gmail.com      

VP (Scientific Research & Conference Speakers): Glen Rein, Ph.D.    
email: glenrein@gmail.com 

VP (Exhibitor Relations): Bob Peters  email: cathyschleyer@msn.com 

VP (Radionics & Agriculture): George Kuepper  email: georgekuepper@yahoo.com 

VP (Library, Archives & Museum): John Reed, M.D. email: joreed43@gmail.com 

Secretary / Treasurer: Scott Buetlich email: scottbeutlich@rocketmail.com 

Executive Secretary: Daniel Taylor email: dnltlr@hotmail.com  

Board Members:  

Chairman of the Board: Tim Lippert email: tdlviking@gmail.com 

Member: Lutie Larsen            email: lutielarsen@mac.com 

Member: Jon Klimo, Ph.D.            email: JonKlimoidealism@gmail.com 

Member: Eric Rowley           email: werowley@ConversionTechnologies.com 

Member: Ed Kelly             email: ed@kellyresearchtech.com 

Member: John Reed, M.D.            email: joreed43@gmail.com 

Member: Beverly Rubik, Ph.D. email: brubik@earthlink.net  

Member: Linda Lancaster, N.D.  email: drlinda@lightharmonics.com 

Member: Daniel Taylor   email: dnltlr@hotmail.com  
Member: Marty Lucas                  email: majorlucas@yahoo.com
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WHAT IS PSYCHOTRONICS? 

The United States Psychotronics Association defines psychotronics as the science of mind-
body-environment relationships, an interdisciplinary science concerned with the interactions of 
matter, energy, and consciousness. Psychotronics involves the study, research, and 
applications of the physics and technology of the mind, brain, spirit, consciousness, and the 
underlying forces of life and nature – hence the term “psychotronics”.  

We believe that a true understanding of the universe must include the spiritual, as well as, the 
technical, and provide an opportunity for amateur researchers to present their findings along 
with the professionals. We stress research, with documentation of results, and practical 
applications, rather than personal experience and unsupported hypotheses. 

Some Prominent People in the history of psychotronics research and application: Albert 
Abrams, Thomas Bearden,  Robert C. Beck, Robert O. Becker, Jacques Benveniste, David 
Bohm, Harold Saxon Burr, George W. Crile, Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus,  Vlail P. 
Kaznacheyev,  Georges Lakhovsky, Wilhelm Reich, Royal R. Rife, Rupert Sheldrake, Nikola 
Tesla, Marcel Vogel, and others.  

Some of the forces, fields, waves, and energies studied and researched in psychotronics 
include: bioelectromagnetism, biophotons, biopotentials, electromagnetic wave pollution and 
harmful effects; coherent emanations of DNA, emanations of matter, “free energy”,  
morphogenetic fields, non-hertzian waves, orgone energy, pyramid energy and power, qi (chi), 
quantum fields, scalar waves, subtle energies, ultra-weak radiation of living matter, zero-point 
energy, and others. 

Some of the phenomena believed to be produced or involved with the above fields and 
energies: action-at-a-distance, the aura of the body and other living things, bioinformation,  
bioluminescence, chakras, consciousness, distant intercellular interactions, meridians of the 
body, mind-body interactions, non-locality, the placebo effect, quantum consciousness, 
spontaneous remission of cancer and other diseases, water memory, water structure, and 
others. 

Related fields of study and research covering the above forces, energies, and 
phenomena of psychotronics: bioelectromagnetics, bioenergetics, biophotonics, biophysics, 
psionics, psychoenergetics, psychoneuroimmunology, quantum biology, radionics, scalar 
electromagnetics, and others. 

Some practices, techniques, and applications related to psychotronics include: 
acupuncture, biogeometry, brain entrainment, clairvoyance, dowsing, energy healing and 
medicine, extrasensory perception, feng shui, homeopathy, kirlian photography, magnetic 
therapy, pendulum use and methods, prayer effects, psionic medicine, psychic healing, 
psychometry, qigong, radiesthesia, radionics, remote viewing, shamanism, sound and sonic 
healing, telekinesis, telepathy, and others. 
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Membership Benefits

So if you are interested in any of the above subjects, then the USPA is the place 
for you, where you can interact with, exchange ideas, and collaborate with other 
people who are interested in the same subjects. So sign up now for membership 
in the  USPA using the form on the following page and start enjoying all of your 
membership benefits. These benefits include, but are not limited to: 

1. Free access to the USPA  Psychotronics Library of articles, periodicals, books, and
certain audio tapes, videos, and other materials on the above subjects, useful to your
research.

2. Your free subscription to the USPA Newsletter;
3. Your right to freely publish articles in the WISE Journal - The Journal of the World

Institute for Scientific Exploration (ISSN 2381-1536), enabling the world to see your
ideas or research, and thereby enhance your resume and credentials;

4. Your right to use the USPA Literature Research Service, whereby we will find any
article, book, or other item you are seeking on the above subjects, and provide it to you;

5. Your right to participate in the USPA “Research Assistance Program”, especially
useful to professors, authors, and other researchers, who need extra help on their
projects.  USPA will help find volunteers to help you with your research project(s).

6. Your right to be part of the USPA Project Participation Program, whereby you can
volunteer to help on numerous available USPA projects, or help researchers who are
conducting research on psychotronics and related subjects.

7. Your right to make oral or poster presentations at the annual USPA meeting, with
the approval of the Annual USPA Meeting Planning Committee.

8. Your right to discounts on the purchase of certain items and services made available
for sale or provided by the USPA and its members.

9. Your right to freely advertise in the WISE Journal, which goes out to thousands of
people.

10. Your right to participate in the USPA Psychotronic Literature Preservation
Program (UPLPP). The USPA, via its Library and Archives, has established a
“Literature Preservation Program” to preserve your personal papers, files, records, and
collection of articles, periodicals, books, and devices on psychotronics and related
subjects, noted above.  You may no longer need or use some of these items that you
have, and you can send them to the USPA, and we will preserve them in our library and
archives, so that they can be of use to other researchers.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION 

The U.S. Psychotronics Association (USPA), was incorporated in the District of Columbia 
in August, 1977, and is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3), tax exempt organization, and as such, you 
are able to make tax deductible donations to the USPA. It is empowered to enroll members 
in the parent organization throughout the United States, Canada, and other foreign countries. 
Membership is open to all people who wish to join with the USPA on the new frontiers of 
science in working constructively for the qualitative improvement of man and his environment. 
Please remember the USPA in your annual charitable giving, especially if you want to 
advance research in the above subject areas, which can greatly benefit humans, animals, 
plants, and the environment.  
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USPA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

Online Membership Application: click here. 

Mail-in Applications: Please print out this page, fill in your information, check 
the appropriate spaces, and send to the USPA Membership Secretary at the 
address at the bottom of this page: 

Your Name: __________________________________________ 
Mailing Address: ______________________________________________ 
City: ____________________ State: _____ Zip: _______ 

           Country: _______________________ 
Phone: ______________________  email address: _____________ 

Type of Membership desired: 
General:  ___  $35 (1 yr.)   

AMOUNT ENCLOSED:_______________ 

Please check the appropriate items below that apply to you: 

____ List me/us in the USPA membership directory with the following  

Interests: ___ General ___ Healing ___ New Age Physics 

___ Radionics/Dowsing  ___ Subtle Energy Research 

Other Interests, please specify: ____________________________________ 

___ Do not list me in the USPA Directory 

Payment (in U.S. funds only) by: 
____ Check or Money Order enclosed (Payable to USPA) 
___ Visa ___ MasterCard 
Charge Card #_________________________ Exp. Date ______ 

Signature________________________________ 
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